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Neuronal migrationental process in animal development, including development of the nervous
system. In C. elegans, the bilateral QR and QL neuroblasts undergo initial anterior and posterior polarizations
and migrations before they divide to produce neurons. A subsequent Wnt signal from the posterior instructs
QL descendants to continue their posterior migration. Nck-interacting kinases (NIK kinases) have been
implicated in cell and nuclear migration as well as lamellipodia formation. Studies here show that the C.
elegans MIG-15 NIK kinase controls multiple aspects of initial Q cell polarization, including the ability of
the cells to polarize, to maintain polarity, and to migrate. These data suggest that MIG-15 acts independently
of the Wnt signal that controls QL descendant posterior migration. Furthermore, MIG-15 affects the later
migrations of neurons generated from Q cell division. Finally, a mosaic analysis indicates that MIG-15 acts
cell-autonomously in Q descendant migration.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionCell migration is a key morphogenetic process in animal develop-
ment. Migration of neurons and their precursors are important in
forming distinct cortical layers and functional nuclei of neurons in the
developing vertebrate central nervous system. In C. elegans, the
bilateral Q neuroblasts, born in the posterior–lateral region of the
animal, and their neuronal descendants execute long-range anterior
and posterior migrations in the ﬁrst larval stage (Chalﬁe and Sulston,
1981; Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). After hatching, QL and QR undergo
initial, short-distance posterior and anterior migrations, respectively,
after which they divide. QL and descendants encounter aWnt signal in
the posterior which, via canonical Wnt signaling, drives expression of
themab-5 Hox gene in QL descendants (Chalﬁe et al., 1983; Eisenmann
and Kim, 2000; Harris et al., 1996; Herman, 2001; Kenyon, 1986;
Korswagen et al., 2000; Salser and Kenyon, 1992; Whangbo and
Kenyon, 1999). mab-5 expression in QL descendants causes them to
continue posterior migration. QL generates three neurons: SDQL and
PVM reside near the site of Q cell birth in the left post-deirid ganglion,
and PQR migrates posteriorly into the phasmid ganglion in the tail
(Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; White et al., 1986). In mutants affecting
Wnt signaling and in mab-5 mutants, QL descendants reverse their
direction of migration and migrate anteriorly instead of posteriorly
(Chalﬁe et al., 1983; Eisenmann, 2005; Kenyon, 1986; Salser and
Kenyon, 1992). QR, which migrates a short distance anteriorly andiversity, New Haven, CT 06510,
l rights reserved.divides, does not respond to the posterior Wnt signal and does not
express mab-5. Consequently, the three neurons generated by QR
(SDQR, AVM, and AQR) migrate anteriorly. AQR migrates the longest
distance into the head of the animal in the anterior deirid ganglion.
Mutations in unc-40, which encodes the netrin receptor (Keino-
Masu et al., 1996), and dpy-19, which encodes a novel, conserved
transmembrane protein (Honigberg and Kenyon, 2000), randomize
initial Q cell polarization, and mutations in unc-73, which encodes the
RacGEF Trio (Steven et al., 1998), affect the ability of Q cells to polarize
and migrate (Honigberg and Kenyon, 2000). The transmembrane
molecule MIG-13 might be involved in establishing an anterior–
posterior guidance system that is required for anterior migration of QR
descendants (Sym et al., 1999). These studies have identiﬁed potential
guidance ligands, guidance receptors, and cellular effectors that
mediate Q cell migration. While much has been learned about Q cell
migration, many of the mechanisms that control Q cell polarity and Q
cell migration remain to be elucidated.
Previous studies have implicated the Nck-interacting kinases, NIK
kinases, as regulators of a variety of morphogenetic events involving
cytoskeletal regulation and cell shape. In Drosophila, the NIK molecule
Misshapen is involved in cell and nuclear migration, interacts with a
JNK/MAPK kinase pathway, and controls axon pathﬁnding (Houalla et
al., 2005; Su et al., 2000,1998). Vertebrate studies have also implicated
NIK kinases in cell migration and as acting with JNK signaling and
integrins (Becker et al., 2000; Xue et al., 2001). In cultured cells,
treatment with EGF and PDGF leads NIK kinase-dependent phosphor-
ylation of ERM proteins responsible for actin organization and
lamellipodium formation (Baumgartner et al., 2006).
mig-15 encodes a C. elegans Nck-interacting kinase (NIK) (Poinat et
al., 2002; Su et al., 1997). MIG-15 contains anN-terminal pak/ste20-type
Fig. 1. The MIG-15 NIK kinase. MIG-15 contains a STE20 class serine/threonine kinase
domain, a proline-rich domain (PRD), and a citron/NIK homology (CNH) domain. The
effects of the mu327, rh148, mu342, rh326, and rh80 mutations are shown. qid-7
(mu327) was a G to A missense mutation at position 89 in the mig-15 open reading
frame, resulting in glycine 30 to glutamic acid change. qid-8(mu342) was a G to A
missense mutation at position 667, resulting in glutamic acid 223 to lysine change.
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terminus of MIG-15 contains a citron-NIK homology domain (CNH), a
conserved domain thought to interact with Rac GTPases and β1 integrin
(Fig. 1). Mutations inmig-15 cause defects in axon pathﬁnding as well as
Q descendant migration (Poinat et al., 2002; Shakir et al., 2006).mig-15
acts upstream ofmab-5, as the constitutively-activemab-5(e1751) allele,
which causes constitutive mab-5 expression in both QL and QRFig. 2. Q neuroblast polarization and migration. (A–H) are panels of epiﬂuorescent micrograp
gfp::caax marker in the Q cells and the lateral seam cells (V cells). Tracings of the boundarie
point, the QL neuroblast is found on the left (A,C,E,G) and the QR neuroblast is found on th
neuroblasts visualized 0–0.5 h after hatching. Asterisks mark the position of the Q neurobla
process posteriorly over the V5L seam cell. QR sent a process anteriorly over the V4R seam c
the Q neuroblasts visualized 3–3.5 h after hatching. QLmigrated posteriorly over the V5L seam
visualized 4–4.5 h after hatching. QL divided over the V5L seam cell to produce QL.a and QL.p.
of the Q neuroblast daughters. (I) A schematic diagram demonstrating the polarization, migdescendants, rescues the anterior QL descendant migration defects in
mig-15 mutants (i.e. in mig-15; mab-5(e1751) doubles, QL descendants
always migrate to the posterior) (Shakir et al., 2006).
Previous work showed that MIG-15 was required for initial Q cell
migration (Williams, 2002), but it is not clear if mig-15 also affects Q
cell polarization or if mig-15 might also affect later Wnt-related
events. Furthermore, it is not clear if MIG-15 acts in the Q cells and
descendants or in another tissue such as a substrate for Q descendant
migration. Described here are studies showing that MIG-15 controls
initial Q cell polarization and maintenance of polarity in addition to
affecting Q cell and Q descendant migration. Furthermore, analysis of
mig-15 genetic mosaics was consistent with a cell-autonomous role of
MIG-15 in AQR and PQR migration.
Results
The MIG-15 NIK kinase
Previous studies showed that mutations in themig-15 gene, which
encodes a molecule similar to vertebrate Nck-interacting kinase (NIK)hs of Q neuroblasts of L1 larvae at given timepoints after hatching expressing the scm::
s of the Q neuroblasts in each micrograph are located below each panel. For each time
e right (B,D,F,H). The scale bar in (A) represents 5 μm for (A–H). (A, B) Unpolarized Q
sts. (C, D) Polarization of the Q neuroblasts visualized 1–2.5 h after hatching. QL sent a
ell. Arrows indicate the direction of polarization of the Q neuroblasts. (E, F) Migration of
cell. QRmigrated anteriorly over the V4R seam cell. (G, H) Division of the Q neuroblasts
QR divided over the V4R seam cell to produce QR.a and QR.p. Asterisks mark the position
ration, and division patterns of the Q neuroblasts.
Fig. 2 (continued).
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descendants (Shakir et al., 2006). As shown in Fig. 1, the qid-7(mu327)
and qid-8(mu342) mutations previously found to perturb Q descen-
dant migration (Ch'ng et al., 2003) were new alleles of mig-15 (see
Materials and methods). The hypomorphic rh148 mutation is a
missense mutation in the ATP-binding-pocket of the kinase domain,
and the stronger allele rh80 is a premature stop codon after the kinase
domain (Fig. 1) (Shakir et al., 2006). While rh80 causes a premature
stop, it might have residual mig-15 activity and might not represent a
null. However, rh80 causes a more severe phenotype than rh148 and
represents a strong loss-of-function of the mig-15 gene.
Imaging initial QL and QR migrations
Initial Q cell migrations were visualized in wild-type and mig-15
mutants. In thewild-type L1 larva, QL and QR undergo initial posterior
and anterior migrations, respectively, followed by cell division
(Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). QL descendants then receive a Wnt signal
from posterior cells that directs further posterior migrations of the QL
descendants by activating the mab-5 Hox gene (Maloof et al., 1999;
Salser and Kenyon, 1992; Whangbo and Kenyon, 1999). QR descen-
dants do not respond to this Wnt signal, do not express mab-5, and
migrate anteriorly (Salser and Kenyon, 1992).
The initial, Wnt-independent migrations of the Q neuroblasts were
imaged using an scm promoter::gfp::caax transgene. L1 larvae were
synchronized by hatching (see Materials and methods), and Q
neuroblasts were observed at different timepoints after hatching.
Results presented here were consistent with other observations of
initial Q cell migration (Honigberg and Kenyon, 2000).
At hatching, the Q cells were unpolarized and were located
between the V4 and V5 seam cells (Figs. 2A and B). At 1–2.5 h after
hatching, QL sent a process posteriorly over the left V5 seam cell (V5L)
and QR sent a process anteriorly over the right V4 seam cell (V4R)
(Figs. 2C and D). In most cases, the processes extended greater than
half the distance over the respective V cells. The Q cell processes
resembled the leading edges of migrating cells in other systems and
displayed lamellipodia-like protrusions with ﬁlopodia-like extensions
(Figs. 2C and D). These anterior and posterior protrusions persisted,and at 3–3.5 h, the cell bodies of QL and QR followed the protrusions
andmigrated over their respective seam cells such that QLwas located
over V5L and QRwas located over V4R (Figs. 2E and F). At 4–4.5 h after
hatching, QL and QR underwent mitosis, producing anterior and
posterior daughters (QL.a/QL.p and QR.a/QR.p) located above V5L and
V4R, respectively (Figs. 2G and H). A schematic diagram of wild-type
initial Q cell migration is shown in Fig. 2I. To summarize, the Q cells
underwent an initial polarization (QL posteriorly and QR anteriorly);
the cell bodies of QL and QR migrated posteriorly and anteriorly over
V5L and V4R, following the initial protrusions; and QL and QR
underwent mitosis above V5L and V4R.
MIG-15 is required for Q cell polarization and maintenance of Q
cell polarity
mig-15(rh80) causes a premature stop codon and is a strong loss-
of-function allele, and mig-15(rh148) is a missense mutation affecting
the ATP-binding pocket of the kinase domain (Fig. 1) (Shakir et al.,
2006). Shown here and in Shakir et al., (2006), Q descendant
migration defects of mig-15(rh148) are generally less severe than
mig-15(rh80). The Unc Pvl Dpy phenotype of mig-15(rh148) was also
less severe than mig-15(rh80) (data not shown), suggesting that mig-
15(rh148) might cause weaker loss of mig-15 function than mig-15
(rh80).
Q cell polarizationwas assayed inmig-15(rh148) andmig-15(rh80).
At hatching, Q cell position and morphology in both mutants
resembled wild-type (n=35 for each) (data not shown). Initial QL
and QR polarization in the hypomorphic mig-15(rh148) mutant
occurred apparently normally at 1.5–2.5 h after hatching (Figs. 3A
and B). The posterior and anterior protrusions extended distances over
V5L and V4R similar to wild-type. Often, mig-15(rh148) protrusions
displayed more ﬁlopodia-like extensions than did wild-type (Figs. 3A
and B).
In mig-15(rh80) mutants, the time required for polarization and
division was increased compared to the scm::gfp::caax strain alone.
This was likely due to a general developmental delay in mig-15(rh80),
as the time to complete larval development was increased in these
mutants (data not shown). At 2–2.5 h after hatching, the equivalent of
1–2.5 h in wild-type, the QL and QR cells always appeared to polarize
in the correct direction. However, the polarizations were abnormal in
that the protrusions did not extend as far toward the posterior or
anterior over the V5L and V4R seam cells, usually less than half the
length of the V cells (compare Figs. 4A and B with Figs. 2C and D). All
mig-15(rh80) animals displayed reduced protrusion, and QL and QR
were equally affected. While mig-15(rh80) Q cells failed to fully
polarize, the direction of initial Q cell polarization was not affected.
When observed later at 3–3.5 h after hatching, at a time when
wild-type Q cells began their migrations over the V cells, somemig-15
mutant Q cells had failed to remain properly polarized (Fig. 3 and
Table 1). Some cells remained polarized in the correct direction but
sent branches in the other direction (Figs. 3C–D and 4C), some were
polarized to both the anterior and posterior (Fig. 3E), and some were
not polarized strongly in either the anterior or posterior direction
(Figs. 3F–H and 4D).
MIG-15 is required for Q cell migration
In wild-type, the QL and QR cell bodies follow the posterior and
anterior protrusions and migrate over V5L and V4R. In mig-15
mutants, Q cells often failed to fully migrate over the respective
seam cells before division (4–4.5 h after hatching). Some Q cells did
not migrate at all and divided between V4 and V5 (Fig. 3I and Figs. 4E
and F). Some Q cells hadmigrated partially and divided on the edges of
the V cells (Fig. 3J). The percentages of Q cells that failed to migrate
properly are shown in Fig. 3K and Fig. 4G. While the proportions of QL
and QR that failed to migrate properly in mig-15(rh148) were similar,
Fig. 3.mig-15 NIK kinase hypomorphic mutation affects the polarizations and migrations of the Q neuroblasts. (A–J) are panels of epiﬂuorescent micrographs of Q neuroblasts of L1
larvae in mig-15(rh148) mutants with scm::gfp::caax expression. Asterisks mark the position of the Q neuroblast at 3–3.5 h after hatching (A–H) or Q neuroblast descendants at 4–
4.5 h after hatching (I, J). Tracings of the Q neuroblasts found in each micrograph are located below each panel. The scale bar in (A) represents 5 μm for (A–J). (A) A QL neuroblast
polarized normally over the V5L seam cell. (B) A QR neuroblast polarized normally over the V4R seam cell. (C) A QL neuroblast failed to maintain proper posterior polarization, and
sent a protrusion to the anterior. (D) A QR neuroblast failed to maintain proper anterior polarization, and sent a protrusion to the posterior. (E) A QL neuroblast sent protrusions to
both the anterior and posterior. (F) A QR neuroblast was not strongly polarized in either direction and sent a small, anteriorly-directed protrusion from the posterior of the cell. (G) A
QL neuroblast was not strongly polarized in either the anterior or posterior direction, although maintained slight posterior polarization. (H) A QR neuroblast was not strongly
polarized in either the anterior or posterior direction and sent a small protrusion posteriorly. (I) A QL neuroblast divided between the V4L and V5L seam cells. (J) A QR neuroblast
divided over the V4R seam but was not atop the V4R seam cell. (K) Quantitation of the position of the QL and QR neuroblasts upon division (4–4.5 h after hatching) inmig-15(rh148)
mutants. The position with respect to the V4 and V5 seam cells is the X axis, and the percentage of Q neuroblast daughters found at those positions is the Y axis. For QL divisions, 37
animals were scored. For QR divisions, 26 animals were scored.
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whereas QLs often failed to migrate any distance before division as
shown in Fig. 3I. QL and QR were equally affected in mig-15(rh80).
Interestingly, some QL cells (5%) in mig-15(rh148) were observed
that, instead of having migrated posteriorly over V5L, migrated
anteriorly and divided over V4L (Fig. 3K), suggesting that a failure to
maintain polarity could result in a repolarization and migration in the
opposite direction. This is consistent with the earlier observation that
some QL cells were apparently polarized in both the anterior and
posterior directions (Fig. 3E). Anterior QL divisionwas not observed in
mig-15(rh80), possibly because of the more severe general defects in
polarization and migration in this mutant. MIG-15 was previously
shown to affect Q migration (Williams, 2002). Data reported here
indicate thatmig-15 is required for the ability of Q cells to polarize and
to maintain polarity, in addition to being required for Q cell migration.
Initial direction of Q cell polarization was not affected by mig-15
(rh148)or mig-15(rh80). While mig-15(rh80) causes a premature stop,
it might not represent a complete loss of function. Therefore, it is
possible that complete loss of mig-15 function might also affect
direction of Q cell polarization.Canonical Wnt signaling does not affect initial Q cell migration
Mutations in canonical Wnt signaling cause reversal of QL
descendant migration (Eisenmann, 2005). Canonical Wnt signaling
is thought to act after QL cell polarization and migration. To conﬁrm
that canonical Wnt signaling did not affect early Q cell polarization
and migration, these cells were analyzed in canonical Wnt signaling
mutants. The initial polarizations and migrations of QL and QR in lin-
17(e1456)/Frizzled (Sawa et al., 1996) and bar-1(ga80)/β-catenin
(Eisenmann et al., 1998) were similar to wild-type (data not shown).
Furthermore, QL and QR divided atop V5L and V4R in these mutants,
indicating that initial QL and QRmigrations were not affected by lin-17
(e1456) and bar-1(ga80) (Fig. 5). bar-1(ga80) is thought to be a strong
loss-of-function allele, and bar-1 encodes the only β-catenin involved
in canonical Wnt signaling in mab-5 activation (Herman, 2003;
Korswagen et al., 2000; Maloof et al., 1999; Natarajan et al., 2001).
These data conﬁrm that complete loss of canonicalWnt signaling does
not affect initial Q cell polarization and migration and thatmig-15 acts
in a canonical Wnt-independent manner in Q cell polarization and
migration.
Fig. 4. mig-15 NIK kinase strong loss-of-function mutation affects the polarizations and migrations of the Q neuroblasts. (A–F) are panels of epiﬂuorescent micrographs of Q
neuroblasts of L1 larvae in mig-15(rh80) mutants with scm::gfp::caax expression. Asterisks mark the position of the Q neuroblast at 2–2.5 h after hatching (A, B) and 3–3.5 h
after hatching (C, D) or Q neuroblast descendants at 5.5–6 h after hatching (E, F). Tracings of the Q neuroblasts found in each micrograph are located below each panel. The
scale bar in (A) represents 5 μm for (A–F). (A) A QL neuroblast polarized posteriorly over the V5L seam cell, but did not extend its protrusion nearly as far as in wild-type. (B)
A QR neuroblast polarized anteriorly over the V4R seam cell, but did not extend its protrusion nearly as far as in wild-type. (C) A QL neuroblast sent protrusions in both
anterior and posterior directions. (D) A QR neuroblast did not polarize strongly in either direction, although it sent a small protrusion anteriorly. (E) A QL neuroblast divided
between the V4L and V5L seam cells. (F) A QR neuroblast divided between the V4R and V5R seam cells. (G) Quantitation of the position of the QL and QR neuroblasts upon
division (5.5–6 h after hatching) in mig-15(rh80) mutants. The graph is organized as described in Fig. 3K. For QL divisions, 41 animals were scored. For QR divisions, 38
animals were scored.
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A full-lengthmab-5 coding region fused to gfp(mab-5::gfp), shown
previously to report MAB-5 expression (Cowing and Kenyon, 1996;
Forrester et al., 2004), was used to visualize MAB-5 protein expression
in wild-type and mig-15(rh148). In wild-type, MAB-5::GFP expression
was observed in QL descendants in 37/51 animals (67%), whereas 33/75mig-15(rh148) animals (44%) showed visible MAB-5::GFP in the QL
descendants (p=0.01). This approximately 35% reduction in MAB-5
expression in mig-15(rh148) is in line with the previously-reported
percentage of PQR direction of migration defects. Furthermore, qid-7
(mu327) and qid-8(mu342), alleles of mig-15 as described above,
caused reduced MAB-5::GFP expression in QL descendants (Ch'ng et
al., 2003).
Table 1
mig-15 polarity maintenance defects (∼3–3.5 h after hatching)
Fig. 5. Canonical Wnt signaling does not affect the migrations of the Q neuroblasts. The
graphs are organized as described in Fig. 3K. (A) Quantitation of the position of the QL
and QR neuroblasts upon division (4–4.5 h after hatching) in lin-17(e1456) mutants. For
QL divisions, 28 animals were scored. For QR divisions, 16 animals were scored. (B)
Quantitation of the position of the QL and QR neuroblasts upon division (4–4.5 h after
hatching) in bar-1(ga80) mutants. For QL divisions, 37 animals were scored. For QR
divisions, 17 animals were scored.
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mutants in a mab-5-dependent manner
The migrations of Q cell descendants AQR (QR.ap) and PQR (QL.ap)
were analyzed inmig-15mutants. Previous studies utilized an osm-6::
gfp transgene, expressed in all ciliated sensory neurons including AQR
and PQR, to score AQR and PQR position (Shakir et al., 2006). In work
described here, a transgene consisting of the gcy-32 promoter driving
gfp expression (gcy-32::gfp) was used to score AQR and PQR. gcy-32::
gfp was expressed in AQR and PQR after completion of their anterior
and posterior migrations (Figs. 6A and D) (Yu et al., 1997). gcy-32::gfp
was also expressed in the non-Q cell-derived URX neurons in the
head, one on the left and one on the right (Fig. 6A). The posterior
migration of PQR was dependent upon Wnt signaling, as mutations in
the canonical Wnt pathway (egl-20(mu39)/Wnt, lin-17(e1456)/Frizzled,
and bar-1(ga80)/β-catenin) caused PQR to migrate anteriorly instead
of posteriorly and had no effect on AQR migration (Fig. 7). Previous
studies indicated that in egl-20mutants, the QR descendants AVM and
SDQR stopped short of their normal anterior positions (Harris et al.,
1996; Zinovyeva et al., 2008). We saw no effect on AQR position in egl-
20(mu39). Wnt activity in the control of AVM/SDQR placement is
complex, as multiple Wnts are required for AVM/SDQR migration and
they can have opposing activities, as lin-44 partially suppresses AVM/
SDQR defects of egl-20 (Zinovyeva et al., 2008). AQR migrates further
to the anterior than AVM/SDQR, and possibly AQR migration does not
rely on these Wnt interactions in the same manner as AVM/SDQR for
its ﬁnal position.
In both mig-15(rh148) andmig-15(rh80), PQR reversed direction of
migration to migrate anteriorly (39% and 47%, respectively) (Figs. 6E
and F). A small but signiﬁcant proportion of AQR neurons migrated
posteriorly into the phasmid ganglion in mig-15(rh80) (6%) (Fig. 6F
and Figs. 8A and B), a defect never observed in wild-type or in mig-15
(rh148). Thus,mig-15 loss-of-function caused reversal of both AQR and
PQR direction of migration. Reversal of AQR direction of migrationwas
also not observed in Wnt signaling mutants egl-20(mu39), lin-17
(e1456), or bar-1(ga80) (Fig. 7).
Anterior migration of PQR in mig-15 mutants was likely due to
failure of mab-5 expression in QL descendants as shown above. That
AQR migrated posteriorly in some mig-15(rh80) animals suggested
that mab-5 might occasionally be expressed in QR descendants in
mig-15(rh80). Indeed, posterior migration of AQR was dependent
upon functional MAB-5, as the mig-15(rh80); mab-5(e1239) loss-of-
function double mutant displayed no posteriorly-directed AQR
neurons seen in mig-15(rh80) alone (Figs. 8C and D). As expected,
PQR was directed to the anterior in mab-5(e1239) alone. These data
suggest that MAB-5 function was required for the posterior migration
of some AQR neurons in mig-15(rh80) and that mab-5might be active
in some QR descendants in mig-15(rh80).AQR and PQR fail in migration in mig-15 mutants in a
mab-5-independent manner
In addition to directional migration defects, AQR and PQR in mig-
15 mutants failed to migrate to their normal positions in the anterior
and posterior (Fig. 6). In mig-15 mutants, posteriorly-directed PQRs
often failed to reach the phasmid ganglion, and anteriorly-misdirected
PQRs often failed to reach the left anterior deirid ganglion (the
contralateral position of normal AQR migration), but stopped along
the anterior migration route (Figs. 6B, E and F). Furthermore, AQR
neurons of mig-15 mutants often failed in their migrations and
stopped before reaching the right-side anterior deirid ganglion (Figs.
6C, E, and F). AQR and PQR migration defects described above formig-
15 were not observed in bar-1(ga80)/β-catenin, the presumptive null
state of canonical Wnt signaling in Q cell migration (Fig. 7). egl-20
(mu39)/Wnt and lin-17(e1456)/Frizzled displayed no AQR migration
defects, but misdirected PQRs often failed to migrate completely (Fig.
7). The nature of this defect in egl-20 and lin-17 is unclear, but bar-1
(ga80) did not display PQR migration defects.
The failure of migration of AQR and PQR inmig-15mutants was not
dependent upon mab-5 activity, as mig-15 doubles with mab-5
(e1239) loss-of-function still showed AQR and misdirected PQR
migration defects (Fig. 8D). The constitutively-active mab-5(e1751)
allele causes constitutive expression of mab-5 in both QL and QR
descendants (Salser and Kenyon, 1992). As expected, constitutively-
active mab-5(e1751) caused both AQR and PQR to be directed to the
posterior (Fig. 8E) (Salser and Kenyon, 1992). In mig-15(rh80); mab-5
(e1751) doubles, both AQR and PQR were posteriorly directed but they
often stopped along their posterior migration routes before reaching
the phasmid ganglion, a defect rarely observed in mab-5(e1751) alone
251J.O. Chapman et al. / Developmental Biology 324 (2008) 245–257(Fig. 8F). These results indicate that MIG-15 has a MAB-5-independent
role in AQR and PQR migration.
mig-15 is expressed in the Q neuroblasts
To determine the expression pattern of mig-15, a transgene
consisting of a 4-kb upstream promoter fragment of mig-15 driving
gfp was constructed (mig-15::gfp). This transcriptional mig-15::gfp
transgene was expressed in hypodermis, muscle, pharynx, and
neurons as previously described (data not shown) (Poinat et al.,
2002). Additionally, mig-15 promoter::gfp expression was observed in
both Q neuroblasts as well as in the lateral seam cells and P cells
neighboring the Q cells (Fig. 9).
mig-15 acts cell-autonomously in AQR and PQR migration
Mosaic analysis was used to determine if mig-15 acts cell-
autonomously (Herman, 1984; Yochem and Herman, 2005) (see
Materials and methods for details of the experimental design). Fig.
10A shows the lineage relationships between marker cells used in this
mosaic analysis (Sulston et al., 1983), and Supplemental Figs. 1 and 2
show the loss proﬁles of each mosaic analyzed.
Mosaics that had lost mig-15(+) in AQR and/or PQR but retained
mig-15(+) in other tissues were analyzed (Supplemental Fig. 1).Fig. 6. The Q neuroblast descendants AQR and PQR have direction of migration defects
epiﬂuorescentmicrographs of AQR and PQR neurons of L4 larvaewith gcy-32::gfp expression.
near the anterior deirid ganglion and PQR near the phasmid ganglion. (B) Amig-15(rh148) hyp
failed to migrate to the same anterior–posterior position as AQR. (C) Amig-15(rh148) mutan
completely to reside near the anterior deirid ganglion. (D–F) Quantitation of the ﬁnal migra
axis (see Materials and methods section for description of the classiﬁcations of the anterior–p
axis. In each case, 100 animals were scored.Forty seven mosaics had losses in the PQR lineage and displayed
PQR direction and migration defects similar to mig-15(rh80) alone
(Figs. 10B and D). Twenty-ﬁve PQR(−) mosaics had detectable losses
only in PQR as shown in Fig. 10B, and 20/25 displayed PQR
migration defects. Thirty three mosaics were identiﬁed that had lost
mig-15(+) in AQR and displayed AQR migration defects similar to
mig-15(rh80) alone (Fig. 10C). Of mosaics that retained mig-15(+) in
AQR or PQR, all but one had normal AQR or PQR migration
(Supplemental Fig. 1).
Next, mosaics that retained mig-15(+) in AQR and/or PQR but
that had lost mig-15(+) in other tissues were analyzed (Supple-
mental Fig. 2). Of 64 mosaics that retained mig-15(+) in PQR, 62
displayed normal PQR migration (Fig. 10F). Of 61 mosaics that
retained mig-15(+) in AQR, 60 showed normal AQR migration (Fig.
10E).
In sum, this mosaic analysis is consistent with a cell-autonomous
role of mig-15 in AQR and PQR migration. A caveat of this analysis is
that V5L is a potential substrate cell of QL and is also the sister of
QL. Non-autonomous function of mig-15 in V5L could not be
excluded by this mosaic analysis. However, QR and V4R, a potential
substrate of QR migration, are derived from distant lineages (V4R is
from AB.a whereas QR is from AB.p). Functions in these lineages
were resolved by this mosaic analysis: 12 mosaics with losses in
URXR, an AB.a derivative, but not AQR had normal AQR migration;and fail to migrate in mig-15 NIK kinase hypomorphic mutants. (A–C) are panels of
The scale bar in (A) represents 50 μm for (A–C). (A) Awild-type animal with AQR located
omorphic mutant with AQR located in its normal position. PQRmigrated anteriorly, but
t with PQR located in its normal position. AQR migrated anteriorly, but failed to migrate
tory positions of AQR and PQR. The anterior–posterior position of AQR and PQR is the X
osterior positions), and the percentage of AQR and PQR found at those positions is the Y
Fig. 6 (continued).
252 J.O. Chapman et al. / Developmental Biology 324 (2008) 245–257and 22 mosaics with losses in AQR but not in URXR had defective
AQR migration.
Discussion
Mutations in mig-15 reduced the size of the initial Q cell
protrusions during polarization but did not affect the direction of
initial polarization. mig-15 mutations also disrupted the later main-
tenance of Q cell polarity andmigration of the cells in the anterior (QR)
and posterior (QL) directions. Later, after the Q cells have divided,mig-
15 affected the ability of the Q descendants AQR and PQR to migrate
along their routes. Thus, MIG-15 might be required for robust Q cellpolarization, maintenance of Q cell polarity, Q cell migration, and
migration of the Q cell descendant neurons.
MIG-15 affects Q cell polarization, maintenance of polarity, and
migration
Strong loss-of-function of mig-15 resulted in shortened and less-
robust Q cell protrusions, with QL and QR equally affected. Interest-
ingly, the hypomorphic mig-15(rh148) did not strongly affect initial
polarization. Possibly, robust protrusion requires less mig-15 activity
than does maintenance of polarity and migration, and the hypo-
morphic mig-15(rh148) might provide enough activity for proper
Fig. 7. The PQR neuron has direction of migration defects and fails to migrate in canonical Wnt signaling mutants. Quantitation of the ﬁnal migratory positions of AQR and PQR. The
graphs are organized as described in Figs. 6D–F. For egl-20(mu39) and lin-17(e1456), 100 animals were scored. For bar-1(ga80), 200 animals were scored.
253J.O. Chapman et al. / Developmental Biology 324 (2008) 245–257polarization. mig-15(rh148) is a missense mutation in a conserved
residue of the ATP-binding pocket of the kinase domain (Shakir et al.,
2006). An alternate explanation is that the kinase activity of MIG-15,
whichmight be speciﬁcally disrupted inmig-15(rh148), is not required
for initial Q cell polarization.
Both mig-15(rh80) and mig-15(rh148) affected maintenance of Q
cell polarity and Q cell migration. Thesemight be distinct processes, as
mig-15(rh148) had little effect on initial Q cell polarization but had a
later effect on maintenance of Q cell polarity and migration.
Failure of QL migration in mig-15 might perturb mab-5 expression
Inmig-15(rh148) mutants,mab-5 often failed to be expressed in QL
descendants, an effect also seen with the qid-7/qid-8 alleles of mig-15
(Ch'ng et al., 2003). Furthermore, the QL descendant PQR often
migrated anteriorly instead of posteriorly in mig-15 mutants, anexpected effect of failure to express mab-5 in these cells. The
penetrance of failure of mab-5 expression in mig-15(rh148) (35%; see
Results) is in line with PQR direction of migration defects in mig-15
(rh148) (39%; Fig. 6E). It is possible that MIG-15 acts in this Wnt
signaling pathway in addition to affecting early Q cell polarization and
migration. Alternatively, the failure of QL to migrate posteriorly might
result in a failure of some QL descendants to receive this Wnt signal.
The observations that some AQR (QR descendants) migrated poster-
iorly inmig-15(rh80) and that this posterior migration was dependent
upon functional MAB-5 supports the latter model. If MIG-15 acts in
Wnt signaling and MAB-5 expression, MAB-5-dependent posterior
migration of AQR would not be expected. Possibly, due to a failure in
initial anterior migration of QR in mig-15(rh80), QR responds to the
posterior Wnt signal and activates MAB-5. The lower penetrance of
posterior migration of AQR (6%; Fig. 6F) compared to QR migration
defects (45%; Fig. 4G) could be explained by the previous observation
Fig. 8. The AQR/PQR direction of migration defects seen inmig-15NIK kinase hypomorphic mutants are dependent onMAB-5, whereas the failure tomigrate defects are independent
of MAB-5. (A, B) are panels of epiﬂuorescent micrographs of AQR and PQR neurons of a young adult in a mig-15(rh80) mutant with gcy-32::gfp expression. An AQR neuron (A)
reversed the direction of migration and migrated to the tail of the animal near the PQR neuron (B). The scale bar in (A) represents 10 μm for (A, B). (C–F) Quantitation of the ﬁnal
migratory positions of AQR and PQR. The graphs are organized as described in Figs. 6D–F.mab-5(e1239)[lf] is a loss-of-function mutation, andmab-5(e1751)[gf] is a gain-of-function
mutation. For each genotype, 100 animals were scored.
254 J.O. Chapman et al. / Developmental Biology 324 (2008) 245–257that QR is inherently less responsive than QL to the Wnt signal that
controls mab-5 expression (Whangbo and Kenyon, 1999).
MIG-15 is required for Q descendant migration
In mig-15 mutants, AQR and PQR often failed to migrate to their
normal ﬁnal positions. Q descendant migration defects were inde-
pendent of MAB-5, as migration defects were observed inmab-5 loss-
of-function and gain-of-function doubles with mig-15. MIG-15 might
be required for the ability of AQR and PQR neurons to migrate along
their normal routes. MIG-15 might control the speed of AQR and PQR
migration or might control migration decisions at speciﬁc choice-
points along their migration routes. Further studies of MIG-15 in AQR
and PQR migration will address these hypotheses.
mig-15 acts cell-autonomously in Q descendant migration
Loss of mig-15 in the PQR lineage resulted in both PQR direction
and migration defects and loss in the AQR lineage results in AQR
migration defects, despite retention of mig-15(+) in other tissues.
Conversely, retention of mig-15 activity in AQR or PQR lineages
resulted in normal migration of these neurons despite loss in other
tissues. The EGL-20 Wnt signal that controls mab-5 expression
emanates from the K, F, U, and B blast cells as well as from the analmuscle muAnal and the P9/P10 ectoblasts (Whangbo and Kenyon,
1999). QL, derived from AB.pla, is separated in lineage from these cells,
derived from AB.pr and AB.plp. While EGL-20-secreting cells were not
speciﬁcally assayed in this mosaic analysis, the consistency of the data
suggesting cell autonomy, the numbers of mosaics analyzed, and the
wide lineage separation of QL and EGL-20-secreting cells suggests that
MIG-15 is not required in these cells. A non-autonomous role of MIG-
15 in V5L for QL migration could not be distinguished due to the fact
that they are sister cells, but a non-autonomous role of V4R in QR
migration could be excluded by this analysis (QR is an AB.p derivative
and V4R is an AB.a derivative). While AQR and PQR migration was
assayed in this mosaic analysis, it is likely that MIG-15 acts
autonomously in initial Q cell polarization and migration, as anterior
misdirection of PQR was cell-autonomous and likely dependent upon
initial QL polarization and migration. In sum, this mosaic analysis is
consistent with a cell-autonomous role of mig-15 in initial Q cell
polarization and migration and Q descendant migration.
MIG-15 and cell polarization and migration
These results indicate that MIG-15 is required for robust Q cell
polarization, maintenance of Q cell polarity, and Q cell migration. The
cellular mechanisms underlying these events could be the same,
although mig-15(rh148) affects maintenance and migration without
Fig. 9. mig-15 is expressed in the Q neuroblasts. Shown are epiﬂuorescent micrographs
of newly-hatched L1 larvae expressing the mig-15::gfp transcriptional promoter fusion.
Tracings of the Q cells and the surrounding cells are shown above each micrograph.
Arrows mark the positions of Q cells. (A) A left ventral–lateral view of an animal with
mig-15::gfp expression in QL. The lateral seam cells (V cells) and P cells also expressmig-
15::gfp. (B) A right dorsal–lateral view of an animal with mig-15::gfp expression in QR.
In this animal, the V5 seam cell lost mig-15::gfp and showed no ﬂuorescence. The scale
bar in (A) represents 5 μm for (A, B).
255J.O. Chapman et al. / Developmental Biology 324 (2008) 245–257affecting polarity, suggesting the mechanisms might be distinct. In
cultured cells, NIK kinase activity drives lamellipodial extension
dependent upon the ERM class of actin modulatory molecules
(Baumgartner et al., 2006), consistent with failure of mig-15 mutants
to extend robust lamellipodial protrusions during polarization. NIK
kinases also physically and functionally interact with β1 integrin
(Becker et al., 2000; Poinat et al., 2002). Possibly, failure to maintain Q
cell polarity inmig-15mutants is due to defects in adhesion mediated
by integrin. NIK kinases are also involved in nuclear migration
(Houalla et al., 2005), which could explain the failure of the Q cell
bodies to migrate over the V cells, although this could also be due to a
failure in initial polarization or maintenance of polarity. Further
studies of MIG-15 in polarization and migration will be guided by
these hypotheses.
Materials and methods
Genetic methods
All experiments were performed at 20 °C using standard
techniques (Brenner, 1974; Sulston and Hodgkin, 1988). The following
mutations and transgenic constructs were used: X: bar-1(ga80), qid-7
(mu327), qid-8(mu342), mig-15(rh148 and rh80); I: lin-17(e1456),
lqIs40[Pgcy-32::gfp]; II: muIs16; III: gmIs5[mab-5::gfp], mab-5(e1239
and e1751); IV: lqIs3[osm-6::gfp]. The chromosomal locations of lqIs80
[scm promoter::gfp::caax] and lqIs58[Pgcy-32::cfp] were not deter-
mined. Pmig-15::gfp, Pgcy-32::yfp, and mig-15(+) were extrachromo-
somal arrays. Extrachromosomal arrays were generated by germ line
microinjection and integrated into the genome by standard techni-
ques (Mello and Fire, 1995).
Synchronization of L1 larvae to visualize Q cell polarization
Methods described previously to synchronize larval development
were used (Honigberg and Kenyon, 2000). Adults and larvae were
washed from a plate with M9 buffer. Eggs adhered to the agarose andwere not removed. Newly-hatched L1 larvae were washed from the
plate at 30 min intervals, placed on a fresh NGM plate with a bacterial
lawn, and allowed to develop for given times: imaged immediately (0–
0.5 h), 1–2.5 h, 3–3.5 h, 4–4.5 h, and 5.5–6 h (for mig-15(rh80)). In the
case of egg-laying-defective genotypes, eggswere isolated from gravid
adults by bleach treatment (Sulston and Hodgkin, 1988).
Epiﬂuorescence microscopy and visualization of Q cell polarization and
migration
Animalswere analyzed by epiﬂuorescencemicroscopy for GFP, YFP,
or CFP using a Leica DMR compound microscope. Images were
captured using Openlab software and a Qimaging Retiga EXi camera.
For Q cell imaging, a z-series of images of the Q cells was captured, and
images were subjected to nearest-neighbor deconvolution (Openlab).
Scoring and analysis of AQR and PQR migration defects
The ﬁnal positions of AQR and PQR were scored in L4 larvae and
young adult worms. The position of each neuron was given a value of
1–5, depending on the anterior–posterior position of the neuron: a
value of 1 was the normal position of AQR in the anterior deirid
ganglion; 2 was posterior to the anterior deirid to approximately half
the distance to the vulva; 3 was around the vulva (half the distance
from the vulva to the anterior deirid and from the vulva to the post-
deirid); 4 was the post-deirid to the anus; and 5 was posterior to the
anus, the normal position of PQR in the phasmid ganglion. A position
of 4, around the post-deirid, is the position of Q cell birth. Thus, some
cells with a score of 4 had not migrated from the Q cell birthplaces.
PQR neurons with scores of 1 to 3 had reversed direction andmigrated
anteriorly instead of posteriorly. AQR neurons with a score of 5 had
reversed direction of migration and migrated posteriorly instead of
anteriorly. These coordinates correspond to the following landmarks
in the L1 larva: 1=anterior to the V1.a/p cells; 2=near the V1.a/p and
V2.a/p cells; 3=near the V3.a/p and V4.a/p cells; 4=near the V4.a/p,
V5.a/p, and V6.a/p cells (Q cells are born between V4 and V5); and
5=posterior to the anus.
mig-15, gcy-32, and scm::gfp::caax transgenes
The sequences of all plasmids and primers used in this work are
available upon request. All coding regions ampliﬁed by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) were sequenced to ensure that no mutations had
been introduced by PCR. All regions were ampliﬁed from N2 genomic
DNA unless otherwise noted. The entire mig-15(+) gene included the
entiremig-15 coding region plus 4-kb of upstream promoter sequence.
The mig-15 promoter included 4-kb of DNA upstream of the mig-15
coding region and was placed upstream of the gfp coding region in
vector pPD95.77 (kindly provided by A. Fire). The scm::gfp::caax
transgene was constructed using the seam cell marker (scm) plasmid
pRT1 (Terns et al., 1997). The lacZ coding region of pRT1 was replaced
by gfp coding region with the C-terminal CAAX prenylation domain
coding region from ced-10 Rac at the 3′ end (Reddien and Horvitz,
2000). scm::gfp::caax drove expression of membrane-associated,
prenylated GFP in the lateral seam cells and in the Q neuroblasts. A
similar construct was used previously to image Q cell development
(Williams, 2002). The gcy::32::gfp transgene adEx1295 (Yu et al., 1997)
was integrated into the genome to generate lqIs40. For the Pgcy-32::
yfp and Pgcy-32::cfp constructs, the gcy-32 promoter was generated
by PCR and placed upstream of the yfp and cfp coding regions
(courtesy of A. Fire).
qid-7 and qid-8 complementation tests and sequencing
mig-15(rh148) and mig-15(rh80) males harboring the rescuing
mig-15(+) transgene were mated to qid-7 and qid-8 hermaphrodites,
Fig.10.MIG-15 NIK kinase acts cell-autonomously in AQR and PQRmigration. (A) The cell lineagemap for the gcy-32-expressing cells. Not all divisions or cells are shown. (B) Amosaic
animal that had lost the mig-15(+) transgene in the PQR neuron. The top micrograph is a Nomarski image. The middle micrograph shows that this animal has lost the mig-15(+)
transgene in the PQR neuron as indicated by the lack of YFP expression in PQR. The bottom micrograph shows the position of AQR and PQR using an integrated gcy-32::cfp reporter.
PQR reversed the direction of migration. The scale bar in the top micrograph represents 50 μm for all 3 micrographs in (B). (C–F) Quantitation of the ﬁnal migratory positions of PQR
and AQR in mig-15(rh80) and in mosaics.
256 J.O. Chapman et al. / Developmental Biology 324 (2008) 245–257and some trans-heterozygous cross progeny displayed the Unc Dpy
phenotype indicating failure to complement. The mig-15 coding
regions from qid-7(mu327) and qid-8(mu342) animals were ampliﬁed
by PCR and sequenced. Nucleotide lesions were found associated with
both as described in Fig. 1 and were conﬁrmed with second-strand
sequencing.
Mosaic analysis
An extrachromosomal array containing the wild-type mig-15(+)
coding region rescued the gross morphological phenotype (Unc Dpy)
as well as AQR and PQR migration defects of mig-15(rh80) (Figs. 10C
and D). Included in this extrachromosomal array was a gcy-32::yfp
transgene, which drove the expression of yellow ﬂuorescent protein(YFP) in AQR, PQR, and the two bilateral URX neurons. This
extrachromosomal array was spontaneously lost during mitotic
divisions, resulting in mosaic animals in which some cells harbored
the mig-15(+) transgene and others did not. AQR, PQR, and URX
neurons with the transgene expressed YFP whereas those that lost the
transgene did not. In these studies, approximately 10% of animals
harboring this extrachromosomal array displayed mosaicism in AQR,
PQR and the URX neurons, and animals with multiple losses were
observed and analyzed.
A strainwas constructed includingmig-15(rh80), the rescuingmig-
15(+) gcy-32::yfp extrachromosomal array, and a stable, integrated
gcy-32::cfp transgene, which drove expression of cyan ﬂuorescent
protein (CFP) in AQR, PQR, and the two URX neurons and which was
used to report AQR and PQR position (see Fig. 10B).
257J.O. Chapman et al. / Developmental Biology 324 (2008) 245–257To identify mosaics with losses in AQR and PQR, animals with a
wild-type gross morphological phenotype (non-Dpy non-Unc) were
screened for those that lacked YFP expression in AQR and/or PQR.
These animals retained mig-15(+) function in tissues underlying the
Dpy and Unc defects of mig-15 mutants, and many of these mosaics
also maintained mig-15(+) in AQR, PQR, or the URX L/R neurons as
judged by YFP ﬂuorescence (Supplemental Fig. 1).
To identify mosaics that retainedmig-15(+) in AQR or PQR, animals
with the mig-15 gross morphological phenotype (Unc and Dpy) were
screened for those with YFP expression in AQR and/or PQR. These
animals had lost mig-15(+) in tissues underlying the Dpy Unc
phenotype but retained mig-15(+) in AQR and PQR. In 44/70 of these
animals, no loss could be detected in the AQR, PQR and URX L/R
neurons, suggesting that the cellular focus of the Dpy Unc phenotype
of mig-15 was in the P lineage and not the AB lineage. Many of these
also retained mig-15(+) in AQR or PQR and the URX neurons
(Supplemental Fig. 2).
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